Which do you opt World War
WarⅢ or Global Revolution the Total Resetting ? !. 2012/1/29
Real Behind of the Middle East Crisis between Israel and Iran
Iran.
Effective Countermeasure on coming Climate Catastrophe is emergent 80% carbon fuel
reduction.Global Deadlock in countering Climate Change and Financial Collapse never
can be eliminated without Global Revoluion
Revoluion.For the 1% elites,Revolution is more
terrible than defeating war .So World WarⅢ for exterminating 80% of the world's
population has been conspiring by Bilderberger Elites the 1% actual word dominator.
[０]: Religion is found to be valid by standard science.
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf

]:The Religious Background:
[１]:The
⑴Islam includes Judaism and Christianity. Sahih International. http://quran.com/2
rah 2. The Cow
Surah
Su
Cow,,4. And who believe in what has been revealed to you, [O Muhammad],
and what was revealed before you<<The Bibles>>, and of the Hereafter they are
certain [in faith].

*<<The Bibles>> is due to Toshihiko.Izutsu in Japanese edition.

⑵Decent Muslim never make first attacking.
Surah 2. The Cow
Cow,,190. Fight in the way of Allah those who fight you but do not transgress.
Indeed. Allah does not like transgressors.
⑶Note that a salvation in Christianity is by repentance,without which cause doomsday.
Armageddon the final war in the BIBLE; Revelation, chapter 16
16,,
http://etext.virginia.edu/etcbin/toccer-new2?id=KjvReve.sgm&images=images/modeng&
data=/texts/english/modeng/parsed&tag=public&part=16&division=div1
God wish mankind salvation,however they has been rejecting without repentance.
⑷Fundamental structure of the Bible(from authors view point).
The Bible has been entirely preaching repentance
repentance,but exception is the last chapter.
Therefore doomsday in John's revelation could be evaded by our repentance.

[２]:The
]:The Real Background of Israel-Iran Crisis at now:
⑴Essential cause for openning war is not wide spread doubt on Atomic Bomb(AB)
developpment in Iran. A nation who has AB could not launch first attacking,
Persian Gulf Option One: A False Flag
⒜Persian
Flag,,Washington’s Blog,January 25, 2012.
http://whatreallyhappened.org/content/persian-gulf-option-one-false-flag-0

Contrary to Widespread Claims, There Is NO EVIDENCE that Iran Is Building a
⒝Contrary
Nuclear Weapon
Weapon、January 25th, 2012.
http://www.washingtonsblog.com/2012/01/contrary-to-widespread-claims-there-is-noevidence-that-iran-is-building-a-nuclear-weapon.html
Former Mossad chief: Iran far from achieving nuclear bomb
⒞Former
bomb..
http://www.haaretz.com/news/diplomacy-defense/former-mossad-chief-iran-far-fromachieving-nuclear-bomb-1.388090

⑵But the hidden cause is due to deadlock state of western capitalism rulers in coming
apse
catastrophe possibility of Climate Change and Global Financial Coll
Colla
pse. By anyhow,
both never be settled without a total resetting by "global war or global revolution".
Ron Smith: The only question now is how and when the global economy will collapse
＊Ron
collapse..
The economic system is finished, and the financial and political elite know it
http://articles.baltimoresun.com/2011-09-15/news/bs-ed-smith-debt-20110915_1_debt-ceiling-global-economy-political-elite

⑶If the world would be in peace,those catastrophe signs would become evident for
everybody's eye before long.Then what would happen in the world !!,REVOLUTION !!!.
The Revolution should be global repentance in the Bible sense.
Bankrupcy in EU and USA is not before long.Those who lost job and food could not
⑷Bankrupcy
help to get up for revolution.Therefore,the ruler(Rockefeller in USA)has been making
possible suppresion tools such as NDAA,FEMA........,,in police state.

For 1% elites,a Revolution is more terrible than Defeating War.
⑸For
Climate Change woud become wilder to destroy living infrastrucrures and to cause food
starvations in everywhere,then people would have known crisis hiding by elites
elites.
Thus 1% elites would be terribly accused by hungry and angry people.

Anti-Revolution
World War
ing 80% of the world's population
⑹Anti-Revolution
Anti-Revolution＝World
WarⅢ for exterminat
exterminating
population..
For the New World Order
Order, a world government is just the beginning. Once in place they
can engage their plan to exterminate 80% of the world's population, while enabling the
"elites" to live forever with the aid of advanced technology.
http://www.endgamethemovie.com/

⑺Bilderberger the faithful servants of Imperials(nobility and superwealthy).
Can Anyone Stop Bilderberg
Bilderberg’’s Lust for War?
War?,,
American Free Press.com,,By James P. Tucker Jr.
http://www.americanfreepress.net/html/bilderberg_s_lust_for_war_275.html

⑻To join Revolution or anti-Revolution,that is question for Military men.
A democracy is superior than eugenic hereditary regime in management theory view.
Because the former evidently enable selecting most ability leader from familiar society.
The phylosophy of eugenic hereditary regime is that a nation and people are those who
should be exploited by nobility the hereditary(mankind corral).
*A.Sutton & K Millegan,Fleshing out skull & bones,Trineday,LLC,2003.

]: Israeli people.
[３]:
Note Israeli people now has been being forced to do so due to abnormal their history. To
tell from beggining(by authors view),they were certainly people of righteous missionary
who has been revelating gospel and mankind destiny(the Bible).Without their huge
infulence,the western(world) culture now never be established.However, without
rationality,white western people terribly feared and hated their outstanding ability.
The Satanic Holocaust by NAZIS(white German supremacism)and the conspiracy by
UK had forced them to build non-becoming stable nation Israel in Palestine(1947).From
the first time,"the closed and lonely Israel" was destined to be against neighbourer
Islam nations,which now turn to become their twisted mission for the western nations
profit,but not" that for Islam nations".At now, realizing righteousness of Israel is
decisivley not to make any war against Islam nations,which is also to certify their own
existense by Islam neighbourers. Because decent Muslim never make first attacking.

]: America the reincurnated NAZIS nation
[４]:
nation..
⑴

http://www.777true.net/German-destiniy.pdf

Recognition on the current state.
⑵Recognition
]:
As was mentioned in [２]:
]:⑷,USA now has been drastically becoming NAZIS nation the
totalitarian regime or the police state.The original cause may be due to lack of
accusation on 9/11 the evident national crime(CIA-military industy complex) as false
accusing Muslims.Once injustice had been allowed by nation people,lowless order is to
invade every field.Note that the rapid and wide spread economy collapse hitted many

American,who became worry about own job and life,which might have seized effective
political solidarity against the injustices.Or it might be deficit of effective political
leader of ability to overcome the injustice.Those facts would be seen also EU and Japan.
Fact that desirable result have not yet gained is evident sign of our weakness.

⑶SUN TZU ON THE ART OF WAR
WAR..
The Moral Law causes the people and their leader have complete same purpose(goal)
purpose(goal), so
that they will follow him regardless of their lives, undismayed by any danger.
http://www.chinapage.com/sunzi-e.html
Then what is our complete same purpose(goal) ?,
⑷Then
A libety is realizable only when we live.Now is era we are facing crisis of our lives.

]: Summary and Conclusion
[５]:
Conclusion..
Middle East War between Israel and Iran
⑴Middle
Iran.is to destryoy Global Revolution.
It would be an excuse for opening world warⅢ as anti-Revolution conspired by the
elites and for exterminating 80% of the world's population due to eugenics.
⑵Israeli and Iranian people should know above serious fact and determine their mind
not to launch the war.
⑶Global people should know bitter circumstance of Israeli and Iranian people and
design and execute their reconciliation.Only⑵⑶ could stop the war !!.
.
⑷The war is turning over porker table and shooting gun against game winner(people).
The capitalism elites fear for and is desparate on their defeating for fatal failure in
catastrophic Climate Change and global Financial Collapse
Collapse. Both could not be
evaded without global Revolution the total resetting.
⑸Only stopping the war could become global salvation.The most difficult problem is
countermeasure against Climate Catastrophe,which need emergent more than 80%
carbon reduction and maybe with geo-engineering(Arctic Methane Catastrophe
possibility).General people is not aware on this most serious problem.
http://www.777true.net/GLOBAL-DECLARATION-WAR-on-CARBON-withGeo_Engineering_Part_A.pdf.

Postscript:
Author's home nation Japan was attacked by M9 earthquake with Fukushima nuclear
plant disaster in 2011/3/11.Since then people are scaring coming earthquake and radio
activities spread in wide area.And also the earthquake could be considered artificial
weapon(HAARP by USA).We Japanese are 3 times(Hiroshima-Nagasaki) AB victim.
http://www.777true.net/From-the-9_11-to-the-3_11-Japan-Earthquake-Massacre.pdf
http://www.777true.net/HAARP-the-Earthquake-Weapon-Mechanism.pdf
Japan is certainly responsible for the world warⅡ openning against USA(Pearl
hourbour attacking without war declaration).However as for Fukushima,for what
responsible do we owe ?. Reality is that it's also a political threatenning against us
Japanese who wish liberation from US domination and also has an economical
conspiracy aspect for against nuclear plant bussiness by oil industry.

